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Sterling Appoints Mr. Chris Cyr to Lead Global Innovation  
and Technology Solutions as CTO 

 
 

North Sioux City, SD, March 11, 2020 – Sterling, an award-winning, industry-leading technology 
solutions provider, has appointed Mr. Chris Cyr to the role of Chief Technology Officer. Mr. Cyr 
joins Sterling after five years at Oracle, where he served as the Enterprise Cloud Architect and 
founding member of the Cloud Pursuit Team, Cloud Execution Team, and Cloud Technology 
Office responsible for Oracle’s transformational pivot to cloud services. In that role he was 
responsible for working as the subject matter expert on Oracle Cloud, Enterprise Architecture 
and Multi-Cloud Interoperability.  
 
Cyr will further Sterling’s vision of enabling high-performance, highly automated, cloud and 
technical innovations and will lead Sterling’s overall technology strategy. He will deliver 
products and solutions based on the company’s critical future-focused technology innovations 
and oversee the cloud solutions team. 
 
“In the new role of CTO for Sterling, Chris will be responsible for helping Sterling determine our 
technical roadmap, including the partners and solutions that bring the most value to our 
customers as well as mentoring our many brilliant staff members.” stated, Brad Moore, 
Sterling’s President and CEO.  
 
With over 28+ years of working as a technical evangelist and enterprise architect supporting the 
Federal Government, Public Sector and Commercial markets Chris will help Sterling continue to 
build out its Client to Cloud offering.   
 
Chris Cyr said, “I am excited to work with a company like Sterling, who is postured for the 
future in their understanding of the entire enterprise; from concept to solution to 
operationalization, Sterling will continue a “security first” approach to all technical solutions.” 
 
About Sterling | www.sterling.com   
  
Sterling is an award-winning technology solutions provider with over two decades of helping 
customers solve the most complex requirements of their IT environments. Sterling provides 
customers with a simplified IT experience by being their single point of contact for all their 
solutions architecture, proof of concept, product fulfillment, and technology adoption needs. 
Additionally, they provide Security solutions for mission critical clouds and networks, helping 
turn every What If into Reality.  
  
Sterling Contact | Mindy Schweitzer, Director of Marketing 
 


